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Ravishing
Rasananda
Discover Anantara’s 5-star hidden gem
on Koh Phangan’s northern shore...

Tucked discreetly amidst the towering coconut palms of
picturesque Koh Phangan lies a unique tropical haven,
Anantara Rasananda Koh Phangan Villa Resort & Spa.
Luxurious villas blend effortlessly into the breathtaking
surrounds - where white sand beach stretches before
your villa and a magical pampering spa experience comes
infused with tradition.
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Blessed with one the most stunning beaches in Thailand,
with direct access from suites and villas to the pristine sands
of Tong Nai Pan Noi beach on the northeast coast of Koh
Phangan. Nestled nicely between the gardens and sea you may
feel years away from the rest of the world but the resort is
only a short 30 minute speedboat ride from nearby Koh Samui.
Contemporary yet uniquely Thai, Anantara Rasananda’s
luxurious suites and villas offer an environment of exclusive
and sophisticated elegance discerning them from other Koh
Phangan resorts, the ideal beach hideaway where romantic
barefoot grandeur defines the tropical experience.

Savour days spent in your private plunge pool, secluded amidst tropical gardens. Awaken
early to catch breathtaking sunrises over the sea, preludes to days filled with wonder and
beauty. Feast on incomparable Thai cuisine, marveling at the stars above mirrored in the
sea below. A journey to paradise where indulgent luxury is as certain as the cool ocean
breeze.
This 5 star resort boasts more than most but the jewel in the crown is the Signature Spa.
A spa unlike any other. Breathtakingly built into the natural landscape of rocky cliffs, as
you enter it is like being engulfed in a magical garden. With two luxurious indoor couples
treatment rooms, a traditional outdoor herbal bath, tropical outdoor shower, two relaxing
outdoor treatment rooms, a tropical steam cave and a Yoga Cliff overlooking the Gulf of
Thailand.Breathtakingly built into the natural landscape of rocky cliffs, as you enter it is
like being engulfed in a magical garden.
Relaxation does not get much better than this.
www.phangan-rasananda.anantara.com
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